Ethics and Professional Skills Module (EPSM) new to
ACCA – transcript
This is a transcript of a video that can be accessed from accaglobal.com/epsm
What do I like about EPSM? Well, I know it's an essential step for membership, but just doesn't
feel like a normal module. It's different. It's actually kind of fun.
It's a big part of the journey to becoming a qualified ACCA member. But it teaches you through
interactivity and challenges.
It's not overwhelming. It's really manageable and really well designed around you and your way of
learning.
The interactive elements almost make you feel like you're learning in real world situations.
The peer assessment is really unique. It improves your presentation skills, by receiving feedback
on your own work, and you assessing the work of others taking EPSM.
The virtual reality styles and video sections are really great, it helps you remember more.
It's so good how you discover things about yourself and your style of business leadership through
it. I love the fact that it's all broken down into smaller, more manageable units.
It's on demand, so I can complete them on my own terms and fit it into my lifestyle.
Saving your progress as you go along is a superb little feature. It gives you a flexibility in the way
you complete it.
The way it's been designed, makes 15 hours feel so much shorter and more manageable.
You can just do one of the units, 90 minutes later, you can go back to whatever you were doing.
Testing on the go is so useful. The feedback you get is constant and free, which means that you
can improve on those mistakes and overall, improve your professional skills.
I know I need it to achieve membership. But I also know having it makes me far more employable.
And that's really important to me.
It helps me with my Strategic Professional exams, so doing this is only going to help my pass rate.
So what's not to like?
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